Introduction
We shall derive the explicit polynomial expression in n for 
= n(n -d)(n -2d)... [n -(r -l)d] (with "P r;1 = n P r ) and s n -aP r ;d = {S n ~ a)(Sn -a -d)(S n -a -2d) ...(S n -a-(r-
In such 'polynomials', S n is a linear operator over any commutative ring; in particular, if S n = S' n + S", then 5 "-X ; d = s n -a P r -4 + x-a Pr,d since in three 'polynomial' expansions all the coefficients of the same 'power' are equal. Our method is based on the following theorem which can be proved by mathematical induction. Note that only the inductive step will be displayed whenever mathematical induction is used throughout this paper, since the base steps are invariably trivial ones.
General Stirling numbers
For a sequence Q (a) = (a n ) define T$ a) to be the sum of all products of k numbers among its first n terms, with T$ a) = 1. Then
, since a n T^[ a \ ik _ i is the sum of all products of k numbers involving a n and T$-a l,k is the sum of all products of k numbers not involving a n .
THE MATHEMATICAL GAZETTE
For simplicity, we shall write T%$ for T& (n ~m and define
so that is indeed the usual Stirling number of the first kind 1;1 (see [5] ). In general, we shall call Stirling numbers of the first kind over
In light of the inversion formula
and V^ = 1. Then from (1), we can obtain
by using mathematical induction on k for a fixed n (for simplicity, the superscripts are omitted): n Pn which can be used to derive the polynomial r expression in n for ffl as follows. A/ d\ = -n +a la n H la -ad -\ In + a^a -a j a \n, which can also be derived iteratively by using the following theorem. 
S n~a )(S n -a-d)(S n -a-2d) + (3a + 3d)(S n -a)(S n -a-d)

